
Panama: American Lawyer, 77, Guns Down
Climate Protesters Blocking Highway, Kills
Two
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The environmentalists’ roadblocks have caused up to $80 million in daily losses to
businesses and have shuttered schools nationwide, causing massive frustration. Another
protester was run over by a motorist the week prior to the shooting.
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Massive and enthusiastic crowds show their disgust with and defiance of the pandemic
scam. David Icke and Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. deliver rousing speeches to the wild cheers
from a global groundswell of resistance against insanity and corruption in high places.
Those who think they are alone will be encouraged.

Demonstrators at Women’s March 2018 Cannot
Explain Why They Are There. It’s All
Emotion.
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The Women’s March 2018 in Los Angeles had hundreds of thousands of attendees, yet few
could verbalize what they were protesting or supporting. Instead, they were driven
mostly by hatred of President Trump, one woman even said her goal was to kill him It’s
all on video.

InfoWars Reporter Files Charges Against
Armed Antifa Agents Who Blocked Him from
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InfoWars reporter, Owen Shroyer, filed a police report against Antifa masked members
with guns who blocked him from attending a protest. He intends to press charges against
Antifa for preventing his free speech, preventing his right to assemble, brandishing
firearms, illegal detention, and intimidation with firearms. He also hopes to file a
civil-rights charge with federal officials. His video shows that the Austin Police
Department was on the scene but did nothing to help him.

Paris Police Chief Bans March Against
Islamic Terror and Immigration
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Paris: Authorities cancelled a long-approved march opposing the spread of radical Islam
across Europe. The event was canceled only hours before it was due to commence. The
excuse was that police could not guarantee order in the face of counter-protestors. The
cancellation sets a dangerous precedent for using the threat of violence as an excuse to
ban non-violent protests.

Union Members Attack Car at Protest as It
Tries to Pass. Police Arrest Driver.
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200 pro-immigration protesters blocked an intersection and menaced a man who was trapped
in his car by the crowd. As he slowly tried to drive away, demonstrators jumped on his
car and hit it with sticks.
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Police required that Antifa members remove their masks at a pro-Trump rally at the
National Mall, and there was no further violence.
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Kyle Chapman, the ‘Based Stick Man,’ also known as the ‘Alt-Knight,’ was wearing a gas
mask and carrying a long stick at the Berkeley March4Trump this weekend. He was arrested
on six felony charges for hitting anti-Trump demonstrators with the stick. WeSearchr has
raised over $73,000 for Chapman’s legal defense after GoFundMe rejected his campaign.


